Haystax Mobile Field Interview
Eliminate paperwork, auto-populate existing data, view related cases and
save thousands of hours
The Haystax Mobile Field Interview application is much more than a mobile data entry form. It is designed to
streamline the critical field interview process by completely eliminating the need for paper, auto-populating
fields and finding related cases in real-time. The information is managed in a central repository and can be used to
monitor, detect and identify patterns and trends.

Seamless on-line/off-line
capabilities enable the app to
work with or without network
connectivity. Key features include:
• Data entry forms capture GPS
location and can sync data back to
server when user is back online.
• Interview images are stored in
secure database and not linked
to any other application.

Haystax mobile applications are
built on our industry-leading
Constellation Analytics Platform™.
Key features include:
• Customer-specific
configuration code allows for
one-step user install while hiding
all the complexity.
• Data security is architected
to meet the highest level of
government security.
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Pre-populate data, automatically
find related cases and detect
patterns and trends across all
records. Key features include:
• Rapid search using one or more
related fields.
• Single-screen interface and
pre-populated dropdown menus
make it possible to complete
interview process with one hand.

Why Mobile FI

Why Haystax

Quick filters enable rapid information search

Cost effective:
Lower initial and ongoing operating costs

Automatically geo-locates event and user

Mission ready:
Secure cloud-deployed packaged applications

Find and view related case information with a
single click

Complete separation of data with encrypted storage
and transmission

Rapid insights:
Empower first-responders with actionable information

Improved capabilities:
Enhances existing field interview systems and processes

Seamless online-offline modes enable use anywhere,
anytime

Protected by role-based access control at all times
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